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• What is Parent Power?

• Citizens UK and community organising

• How does Parent Power work at King’s?

• Relational one-to-one practice 

• Questions – 15 minutes at the end



How does your institution do parental engagement?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In pairs or small groups. 2 minutes. Feedback.



What is Parent Power?



What is Parent Power?

• King’s College London and Citizens UK

• Community organising methodology

• Trains local parents to become experts in 

access to higher education, and to campaign 

for change.



Only a fifth of parental engagement activities are designed specifically 

for parents and families (Mulcahy and Baars, 2018).

Partners in Progression: Engaging parents in university access

Mulcahy and Baars, 2018

Research commissioned by King’s College London.

What is Parent Power?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only a fifth of parental engagement activities are designed specifically for parents and families. The bulk of it is tacked on to existing events.Parent Power started with the question: could we use community organising methodology to do parental engagement?



Citizens UK

• Community organising charity

• Founded the Living Wage foundation

• 12 chapters across the UK

• King’s is an institutional member of South 

London Citizens



Community Organising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community organising is a process where people who live in proximity to each other come together into an organization that acts in their shared self-interest.community organisers generally assume that social change necessarily involves conflict and social struggle in order to generate collective power for the powerless.Community organising has as a core goal the generation of durable power for an organisation representing the community, allowing it to influence key decision-makers on a range of issues over time. In the ideal, this can get community-organizing groups a place at the table before important decisions are made. Community organisers work with and develop new local leaders, facilitating coalitions and assisting in the development of campaigns.



Community Organising

Community organising is all about moving from 

the world as it is to the world as it should be.

What do we need to be able to do this?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community organising is all about moving from the world as it is to the world as it should be



Community Organising

POWER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Power is the ability to act.We need to accept reality of powerThere are two types of power.Dominant power – one way, coercion, power over, unaccountable



RELATIONAL

POWER

Community Organising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relational power – mutual, power with, persuasion (equal opportunity to persuade in 1-1s), accountable 



SELF-INTEREST

Community Organising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does self-interest mean to you? notion of something that will benefit youworking towards a goalpeople must reveal their own interests.We are not a movement of selfless saints



RELATIONAL

ONE-TO-ONES

Community Organising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how did we use our self-interest to build relational power?We develop relationships, primarily through relational one-to-ones30-40 mins, 2 way conversation – MORE ON THIS LATER



The action is in the reaction

Action ≠ protest

Break problems into specific issues

You need outcomes

Community Organising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People often hear ‘action’ and think ‘protest’. But protest sounds like you’re reacting to someone else’s agenda – they have the power, they are calling the shots, and the people scramble together a protest. Like resistance, it sounds reactive. Action is different. Action means people have a plan, are going to enact change and people are going to have to react to it. It doesn’t have to be a standard form of protest like a demonstration or march. It could be a carol concerts, report launches, flash mobs, public assemblies, collective clean-ups – the list is never ending.



Community Organising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rosa Parks’ actions were not a spur of the moment decision–and she was not just a random bus rider. Rosa Parks was an officer in the local NAACP and had received training in community organising alongside civil rights activists throughout the South. She was also not the first black woman in Montgomery arrested for defying the bus laws.Rosa Parks did not act alone. Jo Ann Robinson and the Women’s Political Council, a group of professional African American women, mostly teachers, printed up over 50,000 fliers calling for a boycott the same night Ms. Parks was arrested. On Friday, students and teachers distributed these fliers at all black schools in Montgomery. The black churches announced the boycott that weekend. The boycott started on Monday–with hundreds of people operating private carpools and black taxi drivers charging the same fares as the buses.The boycott lasted over a year. And only ended when the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a federal court’s ruling that “enforced segregation of black and white passengers on motor buses operating in the City of Montgomery violates the Constitution and laws of the United States, because the conditions deprived people of equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment.”



Community Organising

Matthew Bolton

How to Resist:

Turn Protest into Power

2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m sorry that this is turning into a weird history lesson!To learn more about community organising methodology, this is a great book by Matthew Bolton who is the Executive Director of Citizens UK



How does all of this relate to Parent Power?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember when I said the questions asked at the start of the project was could we use the principles of community organising to do parental engagement?That’s exactly what we did!



How does Parent Power work at King’s?

• Hired a community organiser two days a week

• Told parents we wanted to work with them

• Met with over 50 parents one-to-one

• Started Saturday meetings every six weeks

• Developed a strong group of parents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The community organiser’s time is the programme’s biggest expenseWe first met the parents at welcome sessions for our pre-16 programme, King’s ScholarsOne-to-ones were split between three or four staff members. Time consuming but formed the basis of the programme. LISTENING CAMPAIGN which helped us understand what parents thought and felt about higher education – don’t make assumptions!Saturday meetings usually include a training session on higher education or community organising and a role model speaker – this was decided by parentsWe now have a group of around 40 parents who are actively involved in Parent Power and a smaller committee who are driving the campaigns.



Parent Power successes

• Bespoke trips to Oxford, Cambridge, Imperial 

and Leicester

• 90% bursaries at private summer schools

• Meetings with the Mayor’s Office

• Child citizenship payment plan

• Parents have enrolled on university courses
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Presentation Notes
The community organiser’s time is the programme’s biggest expenseWe first met the parents at welcome sessions for our pre-16 programme, King’s ScholarsOne-to-ones were split between three or four staff members. Time consuming but formed the basis of the programme.Saturday meetings usually include a training session on higher education or community organising and a role model speakerWe now have a group of around 40 parents who are actively involved in Parent Power and a smaller committee who are driving the campaigns.



Parent Power successes

Guardian University 

Award for Social and 

Community Impact 2019



RELATIONAL

ONE-TO-ONES

Community Organising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how did we use our self-interest to build relational power?We develop relationships, primarily through relational one-to-onesIsn’t – Social media, chat, therapy, CV, pryingIs – 30-40 mins, 2 way, disclosure/stories, curiosity, probingImportant aspects – Location, intention, self-disclosure, time, self-interest, enquiry, next steps



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – two children on K+, governor of a school and passionate about education. Goes on summer holidays in Norfolk. Lives quite far away which sometimes makes accessing meetings difficult – especially on weekendsSylvia – Graduated from UEL in 2015 with a degree in primary education. Was diagnosed with cancer shortly after starting her first job and hasn’t been able to work since. Volunteers at St Thomas’s hospital and is passionate about promoting mental wellbeing. Did two summers at Camp America and two in Kavos as a holiday repJennifer – dropped out of high school very young and has no qualifications. She wishes she had been encouraged more as a child. She has four children and another on the way.Jonathan – his family were devastated when a firework burnt down their house last year. He studies Business Management at Southbank university and works part time at McDonalds – this makes it tricky for him to attend Saturday meetingsAsmahan – From Baghdad, Iraq. Her father is a lawyer. She is a survivor of domestic violence from her first husband. She works at a Childhood Centre and is very good with numbers.Nora – originally from Hungary. She didn’t go to university and wishes somebody would have told her to do it. She works as a part-time TA and lunchtime assistant at a primary school and would love to become a teacher. She rides as skateboard and takes her two kids to BMX lessons twice a week.Bev – an integral member of Parent Power. Confident speaker who isn’t afraid to say what she thinks. Got a part in the Grange Park opera of Porgy and Bess this summer – had the time of her life and made more money than she’s ever made beforeBernice – crippled by the cost of making her three children British Citizens. This information informed the Citizens UK and King’s Citizenship campaign which has resulted in the establishment of the Citizenship payment plan.Liliana – From a Latin American background and passionate about her community, so much so that she has set up her own Spanish Parent Power – something we spoke about in our very first one to one.Miata – works at Harris Girls Academy East Dulwich but is dissatisfied with how things are there. She is very appreciative of what Parent Power has done for her confidence. She enrolled on a degree in Social Work at Southbank university this year.



Notes on relational one-to-ones
• Can feel strange at first – not used to talking like this at 

work
• Fundamental to developing relational power 
• Caveat for Parent Power – education is always on the 

agenda
• Share your story – as far as you are comfortable
• Good openers: ‘Why do you care about education?’ or 

‘What makes you angry?’



Relational one-to-one feedback



Questions?
https://wonkhe.com/blogs/power-of-parents/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about challenges if there is time

https://wonkhe.com/blogs/power-of-parents/
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